Germany will deliver Stingers and anti-tank weapons to Ukraine, U.S. to sanction Russian sovereign wealth fund
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Germany has just announced the provision of anti-tank grenade launchers and stinger missiles to Ukraine. Keep it up, Chancellor @OlafScholz! Anti-war coalition in action!
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The Kyiv Independent @KyivIndependent

Germany to send 1,000 unspecified anti-tank weapons and 500 FIM-92 Stinger air defense missiles.

Russia’s all-out invasion is a turning point in Germany’s long-standing opposition to providing Ukraine with lethal weaponry, German Chancellor Olaf Scholz said.
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The Secretary of Treasury will also be imposing full blocking sanctions on the Russian Direct Investment Fund—a state owned financial entity that functions as a sovereign wealth fund, which is supposed to attract capital into the Russian economy in high-growth sectors.